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Shift/Work
Founded in August 2011, Shift/Work is a studio that fabricates open educational resources. Based at Edinburgh Sculpture 
Workshop, we have established a collective ontology for art practice though a paragogy in which participants compose and 
play-test workshops for one another. 
Shift/Work is an iterative practice that can be continually re-performed like a musical score.
(I will now brieﬂy unpack collective ontology and paragogy)…
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Late Modernist Art Schools: 
The ‘anti-curriculum’ 
- personalised ontology: 
- ‘you are an artist’
John Baldessari

Terms Most Useful for Describing Works of Art 1966-68.
Shift/Work investigates a paradigm that has underwritten much art education since the 1960s. 

While most Universities support students to join disciplines, most art schools nurture personalised ontology. 

So, the art school announces ‘you are an artist’ while the University says ‘you are making a contribution to the arts’.
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‘Fachidiot’ 
- over-specialised 
- disconnected
Art School Conﬁdential 
(2006) 
This focus on personalised ontology has led many art schools to over-specialise - educating Fachidiots ﬁxated with knowing more and 
more about less and less.
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The Monotechnic Curriculum:  
- predicated on a liberal construction of 
self-hood (Me Ltd.™) 
- proprietary, authoritative and linear  
- invites ‘systems failure’
Giovanni Battista Aleoti, Hercules and the Dragon,
Gli Artiﬁciosi et Curiosi Moti Spiritali dit Herrone, (1589)
Since it’s predicated on a liberal construction of self-hood, monotechnic art schooling is proprietary, authoritative and linear

The monotechnic’s vision of self-hood invites ‘systems failure’ due to being an unachievable objective.
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Paragogy   
Peer-2-Peer learning; key examples;
5 Principals in Corneli & Dandoff, (2011) Synergising 
individual organisational learning, Wikiversity
en.wikiversity.org/wiki/User:Arided/ParagogyPaper
P2P University, Chicago IL www.p2pu.org
Swedish Twitter University universitet.se
e.g. Howard Rheingold’s peeragogy.org
A paragogy, in contrast, is shared, multiplicitous and generative.

In a paragogy, peers co-create their own educational environment.
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Shift/Work
Shift/Work is a two-step paragogics for workshop design wherein a group of ‘composers’ write a score that is later performed by other players. 
The composers then play the scores written by the other groups.
This generates a metacognitive feedback loop that enables the group as a whole to identify, observe, experience and recalibrate their own artistic 
learning.
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Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop 
@ESWsculpture
Speculations followed this format. The compostion took place at Edinburgh Workshop over a day, followed by a day of 
playtesting and recalibration.
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Jake Watts (Shift/Work) at the 
Kochi Biennale 
Fort Kochi, Kerela 
@KochiBiennale
The scores this produces can then be re-performed endlessly. 
The composers of Speculations knew that their scores would be performed three weeks later at the Kochi Biennial in India.
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@ShiftWorkESW

www.shift-work.org.uk
(describes how it works)
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Why Speculations?
As Shift/Supervisors, Jake, Dan and myself identiﬁed Speculation as a key element that had emerged in previous shift/
workshops. It also appeared to be a unifying ethics (or cognitive bias) in artistic practice that might be summarised ‘no script’ 
or ‘not knowing’.
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Drawing explicit attention to an implicit ethics within artistic research, and exposing it to the scrutiny and practices of non-
artistic learners, raises awareness of its operations and limitations.
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Alfred North 
Whitehead
Speculations journal (Punctum) has been pivotal recently in artistic research, as has the speculative philosophy of Alfred North 
Whitehead. 
Both informed the Speculative Research Workshop: held in May 2014 at Goldsmiths which proffered that: “speculation is a 
notable response […] to dynamic […] social phenomena that cannot be held, observed and acted upon without either 
the taking of risks or the experiencing of consequences.” 
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- Can we identify and model speculative methods in general?  
- How do we practise speculative methods in ways that involve 
the taking of risks or the experiencing of consequences?
This proposition could easily describe Shift/Work’s model of metacognitive artistic research.
For Shift/Work, is was crucial that the genesis of this workshop would be, in its own right, speculative. This meant ensuring 
that ‘speculation’ was not a pre-ordained concept. This posed two related questions:
- Can we identify and model speculative methods in general? 
- How do we practise speculative methods in ways that involve the taking of risks or the experiencing of consequences? 
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Speculations Cards (Heuristic) 
GROUP DAN GROUP NEIL GROUP JAKE
TYPE A abduction lateral thinking probe
TYPE B hyperstition imaginary solutions extended cognition (ExC)
TYPE C gaming/playing forecasting/divination licensing
TYPE D fabulation ﬁctioning weird-ing
@ShiftWorkESW

www.shift-work.org.uk
Firstly, we created a Heuristic of 12 types of speculation (verbs) from a long list.
Neil, Dan and Jake would be participant observers (‘Shift/Supervisors’) of four types of speculation. 
There would be 12 Shift/Workers in total composing. So each group would be prompted by four different, yet related, forms 
of speculation.
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The words were printed on playing cards to enable the groups to game them or use them in an applied manner. Printing them 
on cards means that they are always visible, but, crucially, they are mobile.
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The Speculations Cards were catalysts, then, for Problem Creation (rather than problem solving).
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Probes (sticky tape)
Shift/Work Decisions, Decisions at Listaháskóli Íslands, Reykjavík, September 2016
The reduction of available materials to simple probes and props is a tactic that we have used successfully in previous Shift/
Workshops. It encourages participants to make them perform multiple functions. This heightens awareness of their agency in 
relation to the parameters of play. 
Probes are vital in ensuring that the play-mechanics of a workshop is not dominated by a linguistic turn.
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Speculations Probes (Heuristic) 
GROUP DAN GROUP NEIL GROUP JAKE
TYPE A abduction = Host Your Own Race Night lateral thinking = thinking puzzle probe = Mac for Dummies
TYPE B hyperstition = spirit money imaginary solutions = Eagle sci-ﬁ comic extended cognition (ExC) = dream catcher
TYPE C gaming/playing = set of darts forecasting/divination = spirit stones licensing = time capsule
TYPE D fabulation = time capsule ﬁctioning = children’s picture book weird-ing = speculations dice
@ShiftWorkESW 
www.shift-work.org.uk
So, we decided to make or ﬁnd a object that could act as a ‘probe’ to enable or support each form of speculation. 
We each found 4 objects for our group
While the three ‘Shift/Supervisors’ saw a correlation between the cards and the objects, this was not revealed explicitly to the 
Shift/Workers. 
The cards and probes were placed on the group’s desktops. Each desktop was placed in a separate, but adjacent, space.
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hyperstition 
/ 
spirit money 
e.g. of card/probe correlation
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At the same time, we began recruiting Shift/Workers to take part. This involves inviting previous participants to return, 
actively recruiting new participants who have a professional interest in the workshop theme, and putting out an open call on 
social media through eventbrite. The workshop is quorate when it reaches 12 Shift/Workers. To ensure that the process itself 
is speculative, it was important that the composers are drawn from a broad consistency and that they include both lay and 
professional ‘speculators’.
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Poster design: Andrew Gannon@ShiftWorkESW www.shift-work.org.uk
The meta-scores is designed as a scroll so that it can be printed up an performed by the workshop composers…
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3 Speculations Scores
- Following the scroll-score, the participants composed and playtested (more than) three scores….
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- Make Gold and The Board’s Game offer antithetical approaches to artistic research.
- Make Gold is practice-led (focus on process) and The Board’s Game is practice-based (focus on research-objects).
- A Ladybird Second Speculation Book incorporates both types of artistic research.
They don’t have to be run in a particular order, they can be ﬂipped, but the full triad should all be completed as they are 
complimentary.
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Shift/Work: 
Speculations 
A Ladybird Second 
Speculations Book 
min. 60mins
- A Ladybird Second Speculation Book
This metacognitive workshop takes the form of a ‘ﬂipped’ parlour game, introducing and enabling participants to play with up 
to a dozen forms of speculation. It applies objects depicted in a children’s book as a probes through which to practise 
different speculative methods. The group work rapidly to swarm author and publish an OER book that can, in turn, be used to 
practise speculative methods, interpolating their implied reader only at the very end of the editorial process. 
After 60mins, the group will have written the pages of the book, its preface and given it a title.
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1. On the wall there is an 
image of an object 
accompanied by a 
word.
Probes
On the wall there is an image of an object accompanied by a word.
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2. Use a post-it note to write a 
question of the object that encourages 
the form of speculation suggested by 
the word.  
Repeat.  
Write questions as quickly as possible. 
(5 mins)
Speculative Questions
2. Use a post-it notes to write a question that the object might ask to encourage the form of speculation suggested by the 
word. 
Write questions as quickly as possible.
(5mins)
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3. Stick your questions 
on the wall next to the 
image. 
Take it in turns to read your  
questions. The other  
members in the group  
should answer. 
(5-10 mins)
Speculative Answers
3. Stick the questions on the wall next to the image.
Take it in turns to read your questions. The other members in the group should answer.
(5-10 mins)
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4. Based on the answers they 
solicited, individually, quickly  
eliminate the least speculative  
questions.  
Stop when there are only two  
questions remaining. 
(2 mins)
Editing
4. Based on the answers they solicited, individually, quickly  eliminate the least speculative questions. 
Stop when there are only two questions remaining.
(2 mins)
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5. When you have 
exhausted your 
questions, repeat the 
process with the next 
image/word. 
(Stop after 50mins)
Copywriting
5. Copywriting
When you have exhausted your questions, repeat the process with the next image/word.
(Stop after 50mins)
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6. Using the template, 
the group will: 
-rewrite the preface 
- change the book title 
(10mins)
Editorial (Metacognition)
6. The group should rewrite the preface change the book’s title.
(10mins)
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7. Another unique edition 
of the Ladybird Second 
Speculations Book is now 
ready for publication on 
shift-work.org.uk 
FIN
Publication (OER)
7. The group should rewrite the preface change the book title
(10mins)
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Shift/Work: 
Speculations 
‘Make Gold’ 
60mins
- ‘Make Gold’ encourages speculation about how to achieve the impossible and make a recipe for doing so. Combining 
alchemy and licensing, the exercise encourages a group to collectively speculate on and negotiate what the act of making 
gold could entail (both abstractly and/or literally). They must suggest the necessary ingredients for others to make their 
own group's agreed upon version of gold and detail directions for how others can go about pursuing this elusive goal. 
‘Make Gold’ provokes and channels this activity through the use of the recipe format as a non-copyrightable system of 
distribution, acting as a generative constraint the group’s recipe for making gold doubles as a set of potential workshop 
instructions for future individuals or groups to consider, speculate upon, or attempt to enact.
- ‘Make Gold’ is practice-led; the practice-process is central rather than the object (since making the object is impossible)
NB: There is no ‘Chef de Cuisine’ or facilitator. The group are all sou chefs. No followers, no leaders.
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1. Guided Meditation on Gold 
(10mins)
1. Guided Meditation on Gold
(10mins)
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2. Select Ingredients; Create a recipe using the  template provided 
 (20mins)
2. Select Ingredients; Create a recipe using the template provided (20mins)
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3. Cook your recipe (play-test); 
make adjustments  
(10mins)
3. Cook your recipe (play-test); make adjustments (10mins)
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4. Swap with another group;  
cook their recipe (play-test); 
make adjustments 
(10mins)
4. Swap with another group; cook their recipe (play-test);
make adjustments (10mins)
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5. Convene and compare recipes 
(10mins)
Convene and compare recipes (Socratic Method) (10mins)
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Shift/Work: Speculations 
The Board’s Game 
60mins
- The Board’s Game enables Shift/Workers to sculpt and create a shared ontology for speculative probes by reverse 
engineering their perceptions of ‘board games’. 
- Shift/Workers individually speculate on possible board game mechanics through sculpting a game piece. As an artefactual 
outcome of speculative practice, the game piece is an example of practice-based research, a thing that demonstrates, 
embodies and delimits the maker’s p-space. 
- By immediately requiring makers to abandon the constraints of their object’s legitimising game-world in order to 
collectively narrate a mechanics that encompasses all of their pieces (‘Board’ as collective noun), The Board’s Game asks 
participants to practise through the ‘thing-power’ of their objects to produce a form of speculative creative work.
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1. Guided Meditation on 
Board Game 
(10mins)
Guided Meditation on Board Game (imagining your own board game)
(10mins)
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2. Cover yourself or hide from  
the others in your group.  
Model a playing piece for your game 
(10mins)
2. Cover yourself or hide from the others in your group. 
Model a playing piece for your game
(15mins)
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3. Convene with your group.  
Each player narrates their 
piece in relation to the 
mechanics of their  
speculative board game. 
(15mins)
3. Reconvene with your group. 
Each player narrates their piece in relation to the
mechanics of their speculative board game.
(15mins)
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4.  Form a design board,  
and formulate  
game rules that  
incorporate all the pieces  
made by your group  
in speculative play. 
(20mins)
4.  Form a Board of Designers, and formulate a game that incorporates all the play-pieces in the your group.
(20mins)
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5. Play-test the Board’s Game;  
make adjustments.  
(15mins)
5. Play-test the game; make adjustments. 
(15mins)
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@ShiftWorkESW 
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So, the compostion phase of Speculations left us with three scores…
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Speculations  
Kochi 
22-23/3/17
to performed at the Kochi Biennale.
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‘Make Gold’
e.g. This is ‘Make Gold’ being performed above a Kochi shop that makes and sells gold-craft.
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‘Make Gold’
……. Recipe templates designed by Jake Watts
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‘Make Gold’
The workshop draws out the different conceptions of value in the groups; immediately visually evident in how they ‘make’ the 
gold.
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The Board’s Game 
‘Alone together’ in  
the Kochi Biennale  
Call-Centre
We set up The Board’s Game in the Kochi Biennale call-centre as it embodies autonomy and participation (it designed to 
enable people to be alone together).
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:Speculations  
Kristiansand !  
28-29/8/17
The Speculations scores were most recently performed Kristiansand’s Theatre in August by a group of students on the Agder 
University Art Masters. This programme is unique in mixing Education, Art, Craft and Performing Arts disciplines. The 
explicitly interdisciplinary nature of the programme makes it conducive to transdisciplinary speculation.
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Speculations 
Kristiansand Teateret, Norway
The abandoned KRS Theater was another very loaded environment in which to perform Speculations.
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‘Make Gold’ 
Teateret, backstage, set-design space
Make Gold set up in the set-design space (where mise-en-scene is constructed).
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Speculations 
Shift/Workers’  
Observations:  
Speculative Materialisms
- Performances of the scores have foregrounded a number of ways in which disciplines have their own protocols and 
methods for making with and studying materials. 
- Yet, as Shift/Workers make radically distinct objects from the same material, Speculation (as a transdisciplinary ‘method’) 
enables them to formulate the concepts, equipment, and techniques generate the truly collaborative ability to fabricate 
common research objects.
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Speculations 
Shift/Workers’  
Observations:  
Mise-en-scène 
- The Speculations workshop scores that exist in the public realm can be performed easily (as we’d hoped). 
- In each iteration, diverse peoples with different motivations have developed the scores in their own ways, producing unique 
cadences.
- The mise-en-scène (the learning environment or stage) for speculative shift/work, while being largely neutral, has had an 
ambient inﬂuence on these unique cadences. Mise-en-scène is largely and deliberately left out of scoring. So we will 
explicitly draw attention to the situated nature of learning in future workshop composition. 
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Speculations 
Shift/Workers’  
Observations:  
Meditation
- Two of three workshops included meditation (by coincidence).
- This has quickly become a method (and thus risks being ritualised and habitualised as a workshop practice)
- This makes ‘mindfulness’ another prime candidate for future Shift/Workshop composition (mindfulness as alternative ‘lucid’ 
research method). 
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In/Out
- Observations of the composition and performance of each Shift/Workshop act as the catalyst for the next composition…
- So, for our next composition we will attempt to synthesise a structured means of “internalising artistic learning” (e.g. 
mindfullness) with means of externalising artistic learning (e.g. mise-en-scene). The challenge for composers is to establish 
means by which both can be learned and performed.
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Johannes Itten    |    Mark Kostabi
- Here we arrive at competing (rather than unifying ethics) in art education: the expressive anti-curriculum (originating in 
Itten’s Bauhaus) and the so-called ‘professional curriculum’ (PDP art as a profession).
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